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Contact us


We are going to the RDK Summit 2024! -  Read More
	
White Paper
AndApps: Harnessing Android applications for RDK and Linux CPE
In this paper you will learn how to remove the ceiling on new entertainment apps that can be onboarded to an existing RDK/Linux set-top box or connected TV platform.

DOWNLOAD WHITE PAPER


	
Services
Solving your toughest hardware engineering problems
Hardware design and development services for complex, edge AI capable, end-to-end systems.

Discover more


	
Product
Manage and deploy your apps and services with ease
DAC Warehouse is the ultimate platform for broadband and pay TV operators to efficiently manage and deploy applications and services.

Discover more
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  We design, develop, deploy and scale secure, intelligent devices and systems.
A leading chip-to-cloud innovation partner with a trusted heritage of over two decades. We provide software, hardware and cloud backend development expertise.
Our end-to-end services include consultancy, technical strategy, solution architecture, product design and development, integration, compliance and testing.
Consult Red is proud to work with clients including Comcast, Sky, Liberty Global, DIRECTV, Astro and Polsat.

Discover Red
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[image: Trusted innovation partner]Trusted innovation partner
We’ve established our reputation by building strong, long-term relationships with providers in the Pay TV, media and OTT industry, helping them become leaders in their field.


[image: The whole development journey]The whole development journey
From research and strategy to development, compliance, scale and production, we’ve helped clients to avoid pitfalls and get to market without delay.


[image: Making products ‘SMART’]Making products ‘SMART’
We’ve accumulated cutting-edge experience in software and hardware design, including embedded and cloud solutions, to deliver intelligent devices and systems.


Featured Insights


Smart Router: The gateway to next-gen services

Discover More


Secure by Design: Design and develop trustworthy devices

Discover More


Developing world’s first RDK Video Accelerator with an Amlogic SoC

Find out how
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Trusted by the world’s leading Pay TV, media and OTT brands we provide technology development services across the delivery platform.
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The Healthcare sector brings unique challenges in the development, approval and deployment of intelligent devices and systems.
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We partner with energy and utility providers to develop intelligent solutions that better manage natural resources and drive their digital transformation.
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As Industry 4.0 evolves, the convergence of physical and digital technology into cyber-physical systems brings with it increasing complexity.
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We’ve decades of experience in designing and delivering intelligent consumer devices and systems, from video telephones and set-top boxes to eCigarettes.

We are engineers at heart. The way we think, the way we work with our clients, the way we do work internally – everything is engineering focused.
Stuart Griffin, CEO

Our Services
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Good decisions need good insights. The business impact of technological change to markets, operations & costs are often far-reaching.
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We’ve delivered designs that have been deployed in volumes from a handful of units for specialist equipment to many millions of units of consumer electronics.
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We can dovetail into your continuous integration and continuous delivery (CI/CD) process or put in place new processes.
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From the very start of your intelligent product development journey, we’ll be looking to manage risks such as cybersecurity, data protection and privacy…
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Scaling to high-volume manufacturing means thinking ahead and preparing for the future early in the product development journey.
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From secure updates to deploying new features, remotely diagnosing and fixing issues or managing component end-of-life issues, we can help you with ongoing operation and maintenance to keep thrilling your customers.
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  Careers at Red
We share a love of technology, and a strong desire to do something different. Established in 2003, we’re a team that’s grown year-on-year to over 300 strong.
We work with clients to take an idea from concept through to complete product development – in short, we make their products ‘smart’ and turn their ambition into a reality.

Join Us
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Implementation and opportunities for the operator smart TV
Pay TV operators and communication service providers face both opportunities and challenges in integrating Operator Smart TVs into their subscriber offerings.


Read more



[image: Fine-tuning a Large Language Model (LLM) coding assistant]White Papers
Fine-tuning a Large Language Model (LLM) coding assistant
This paper explores the ability to enhance a Large Language Model coding assistant (StarCoder) with a technique called ‘fine-tuning’, to refine its capabilities for a […]


Read more
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Operator Smart TVs: Redefining aggregation in the streaming era
The streaming era has presented new opportunities and challenges for operators, fuelled by heightened subscriber expectations.


Read more
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Our Offices

Consult Red UK

Shipley, UK



Consult Red US

Redondo Beach, USA



Consult Red PL

Wrocław, Polska



Consult Red PL

Zielona Góra, Polska



Consult Red PL

Katowice, Polska



Consult Red PL

Warszawa, Polska



ConsultRed India Private Limited

Hyderabad, India
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UK Company Number: 06688270
UK VAT Number: 979 189 640
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Get in touch
To get in touch please call one of our offices or email us.

e: [email protected]

UK: +44 1274 287 700

USA: +1 310 807 0800

PL: +48 717 166415
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